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Commercial Insect Screens

Our insect screens are permanent, made to measure, and fully fitted, meaning they work quickly and
reliably to suit busy commercial working environments. Phantom Screens are perfect for
restaurants, cafes, hotels, and pubs that need to protect patrons and working areas from flies and
other insects.
Our screens provide fresh-air ventilation for workers on warmer days, meaning you can relax in
summer if you need to open kitchen doors or windows. Screens can be fitted to existing window and
door frames, and external structures too - creating additional outdoor spaces where customers can
enjoy an alfresco dining experience without being disturbed by unwanted insects.

Call us on 0800 0963015 or request a visit to your premises
We offer fully fitted Legacy Door and Serene Window Screens for your business:
• Screens can be RAL colour-matched to your design scheme.
• Phantom Screens' high-quality components ensure years of trouble-free operation.
• Our durable mesh technology resists sagging and tearing.
• Mechanical components are covered by a Limited Lifetime Warranty.
• Screens are surveyed and fitted by Phantom Screen experts.
• Phantom Screens are manufactured in the UK.

• Soft-close options are available.

Our retractable manual screens will cover doors up to 2.44m wide, and windows up to 2m wide. For
larger spaces up to 12m wide, our powered screens may be more suitable. See the Phantom Screens
website for further information. If you would prefer to fit window or door screens yourself, you may
want to explore our DIY option.

Commercial Solar Screens
Our Executive Power Screens provide solar shading, insect protection, and additional privacy without
spoiling the view and can be customised to suit your premises. Screens can be recessed into columns
and walls or retrofitted to existing structures and retract out of site at the touch of a button.
Solar screens are ideal for showrooms, retail units, hotels, large restaurants or office buildings. They
can be fitted either internally or externally to minimise heat gain, block UV rays, and allow fresh air
to enter when the windows are open.
Screens can be linked to building management systems or fitted with sun and wind sensors, so that
they automatically deploy or retract to regulate the temperature according to outdoor
conditions. Our commercial blinds can also be fitted with blackout fabrics to suit applications where
unwanted light is a problem (e.g. projection rooms or photographic darkrooms).

Call us on 0800 0963015 or request a visit to your premises
Phantom Screens can protect against light rain and outdoor detritus like grass and leaves. They can
also be used to retain heat from outdoor heaters when fitted with solar mesh, enabling
restaurateurs to generate additional revenue from their outdoor space during spring and autumn
too.
• Screens can be RAL colour-matched to your design scheme.
• The motorised system can be opened and closed at the touch of a button.
• Optional sun and wind detectors automatically deploy or retract screens depending on weather

conditions.
• Can be linked to building management system.
• Fully recessed option available.
• Low profile housing blends in with existing door/window frames.
• Phantom Screens' high-quality components ensure years of trouble-free operation.
• Our durable mesh technology resists sagging and tearing.
• All screens come with a Phantom Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Colours
Our screen frames can be finished in any RAL colour to match existing decor. We also offer a range
of wood grain finishes.

Performance Fabrics
The screen can be fitted with a range of technical fabrics to suit your requirements including
standard and anti-midge insect meshes, solar shading and privacy/blackout fabrics.
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